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 Ovals in Translation Hyperovals and Ovoids
 C HRISTINE M . O’K EEFE AND  T IM P ENTTILA
 Let  2  be an ovoid of PG(3 ,  q ) , q  even , such that each secant plane section is an oval
 contained in a translation hyperoval . Then  2  is shown to be either an elliptic quadric or a Tits
 ovoid .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 Let PG( n ,  q ) denote the  n -dimensional projective space over the finite field GF( q ) .
 An  o y  oid  of PG(3 ,  q ) is a set of  q 2  1  1 points of PG(3 ,  q ) ,  no three of which are
 collinear .
 In the following , we always assume that  q  .  2 ,  so that an ovoid is a maximal sized set
 of points , no three collinear . The case of  q  5  2 is a genuine exception , as the
 complement of a hyperplane is a set of more than  q 2  1  1 points , no three of which are
 collinear .
 The only known ovoids of PG(3 ,  q ) are the elliptic quadrics , which exist for all  q ,
 and the Tits ovoids , which exist in PG(3 ,  q ) for  q  5  2 h ,  where  h  >  3 is odd (see [7 ,
 Chapter 16] , in which ovoids are called  o y  aloids ) .  An  elliptic quadric  in PG(3 ,  q ) is the
 set of all points the homogeneous co-ordinates of which satisfy a homogeneous
 quadratic equation , and such that the set contains no line . There is a single orbit of
 elliptic quadrics under PGL(4 ,  q ) ,  and we can take as a representative the set of points :
 h ( t 2  1  st  1  as 2 ,  1 , s , t ) :  s ,t  P  GF( q ) j  <  h (1 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0) j ,
 where  x 2  1  x  1  a  is irreducible over GF( q ) .  A  Tits o y  oid  is the set of all absolute points
 of a polarity of the generalized quadrangle  W  ( q ) (see [16 , p . 44]) . There is a single
 orbit of Tits ovoids under PGL(4 ,  q ) ,  a representative of which is
 h ( t s  1  st  1  s s 1 2 ,  1 ,  s ,  t ) :  s ,  t  P  GF( q ) j  <  h (1 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0) j ,
 where  s  P  Aut  GF( q ) is such that  s  2  ;  2 (mod  q  2  1) (so , in fact ,  s  5  2 ( h 1 1)/2 ) .
 It is known that if  q  is odd , then every ovoid of PG(3 ,  q ) is an elliptic quadric [1 ,  14] .
 Furthermore , if  q  5  4 ,  16 ,  then every ovoid of PG(3 ,  q ) is an elliptic quadric [7 ,
 Theorem 16 . 7 . 1 ; 9 ; 10] , while if  q  5  8 ,  32 then every ovoid of PG(3 ,  q ) is either an
 elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid [3 ,  13 ,  17] .
 A plane  pi  meets an ovoid either in one point , in which case  pi  is called a  tangent
 plane ,  or in points which form an oval in  pi  ,  in which case  pi  is called a  secant plane .  (An
 o y  al  in PG(2 ,  q ) is a set of  q  1  1 points , no three of which are collinear . ) Many ovals
 are equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to the set of points
 $  ( n )  5  h (1 ,  t ,  t n ) :  t  P  GF( q ) j  <  h (0 ,  0 ,  1) j ,
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 for some non-negative integer  n .  (We remark that in many references , the  $  notation
 used here for an oval is used to denote a  hypero y  al ; that is , a set of  q  1  2 points , no
 three collinear . )
 It is interesting to note that each secant plane section of an elliptic quadric is a conic ,
 where a (non-degenerate)  conic  is a set of points equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to the set
 of points  $  (2) . Also , each secant plane section of a Tits ovoid is an oval equivalent to
 $  ( s  ) ,  where  s  P  Aut  GF( q ) is such that  s  2  ;  2 (mod  q  2  1) .  The ovals  $  (2) and  $  ( s  )
 belong to the class of ovals known as translation ovals .
 The fact that only two of the large number of projectively inequivalent ovals appear
 as secant plane sections of a known ovoid has suggested results which characterize
 ovoids according to the nature of their plane sections . The first of these is a result of
 Barlotti [2 , 5 . 2 . 7] , which shows that an ovoid of PG(3 ,  q ) ,  such that every secant plane
 section is a (non-degenerate) conic , must be an elliptic quadric . Segre [19] improved
 this , for  q  >  8 ,  by requiring only ( q 3  2  q 2  1  2 q ) / 2 plane sections to be conics . Later ,
 Prohaska and Walker [18] improved the result again to show that an ovoid of PG(3 ,  q )
 such that each plane section on a given secant line is a conic must be an elliptic quadric .
 Glynn [4] showed that an ovoid of PG(3 ,  q ) such that each secant plane section on a
 given tangent line is a conic must be an elliptic quadric .
 In the following , a  pencil  of an ovoid  2  is the set of secant plane sections lying on
 planes through a common tangent line . This common line is called the  carrier  of the
 pencil . Thus Glynn’s result is that an ovoid admitting a pencil of conics must be an
 elliptic quadric .
 Recently , these characterizations have been extended to include translation ovals ;
 however , in most cases extra assumptions have been needed . In particular , Penttila and
 Praeger [17] showed that if an ovoid of PG(3 ,  q ) , q  even , contains a pencil of
 translation ovals and if the carrier of the pencil is an axis of at least one of the
 translation ovals , then the ovoid is either an elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid . O’Keefe
 and Penttila [12] removed the condition on the carrier of the pencil , showing that if an
 ovoid of PG(3 ,  q ) , q  even , contains a pencil of translation ovals then the ovoid is either
 an elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid . Also , Glynn , O’Keefe , Penttila and Praeger [6]
 considered an ovoid  2  of PG(3 ,  q ) , q  even , such that each secant plane section on a
 secant line  l  with  l  >  2  5  h P ,  Q j  is a translation oval with the same associated
 automorphism  a  ,  and at least one of  P  or  Q  lies on an axis in at least one of the planes .
 They proved that  2  is either an elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid .
 We recall that in PG(2 ,  q ) , q  even , an oval is contained in a unique hyperoval . For
 example , the ovals  $  (2) and  $  ( s  ) are contained in hyperovals belonging to the class
 known as translation hyperovals . Also , deleting each point of a hyperoval , in turn ,
 gives rise to  q  1  2 not necessarily projectively distinct ovals ; see [8] .
 In this paper , we extend the study of ovoids by the nature of their plane sections to
 include ovoids each of the secant plane sections of which is an oval contained in a
 translation hyperoval .
 To be precise , we show that if  2  is an ovoid such that every secant plane section of  2
 is an oval contained in a translation hyperoval , then  2  is an elliptic quadric or a Tits
 ovoid .
 Our methods are similar to those in [9 , 10 , 12 , 13 , 17] . We use the Plane Equivalent
 Theorem to express a pencil of an ovoid as a fan of ovals in a plane  pi .  Each pair of
 ovals in the fan is compatible at a point of  pi  ,  leading to a match between two
 point – oval pairs , and hence to the conjugacy of the two corresponding local stabilizers .
 The relevant local stabilizers are dif ficult to calculate , so we avoid the general problem
 by only calculating the information about local stabilizers that we actually require .
 Additionally , we introduce the concept of a spoke (in Section 2) and use an argument
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 that allows us to assume , without loss of generality , that the carrier of the pencil is a
 spoke of at least one of the ovals .
 2 .  P RELIMINARIES
 A  translation hypero y  al  in PG(2 ,  q ) is a hyperoval fixed by a group of elations of
 order  q ,  each with the same axis  l .  (An  elation  of PG(2 ,  q ) is a collineation such that ,
 for some incident point  P  and line  l ,  each line on  P  and each point on  l  is fixed .  P  is the
 centre  and  l  is the  axis  of the elation . ) The line  l  is a secant of the translation hyperoval
 and is called an  axis  of the translation hyperoval . By [15] , a translation hyperoval is
 equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to the set of points  $  ( a  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j ,  where  a  is a
 generator of Aut  GF( q ) ,  and further every such set is a translation oval . A translation
 hyperoval is  regular  if it is equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to  $  (2)  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j , and we
 remark that the only translation hyperovals equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to  $  (2)  <
 h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  are  $  (2)  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  and  $  (1 / 2)  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  (applying the map ( x ,  y ,  z )  S
 ( x ,  z ,  y )) .  In the case of the hyperoval  $  (2)  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0 j , each secant on (0 ,  1 ,  0) is an
 axis , while a translation hyperoval  $  ( a  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j ,  a  P  Aut  GF( q ) ,  a  ?  2 ,  1 / 2 has a
 unique axis , namely [1 ,  0 ,  0] .
 An oval contained in a translation hyperoval  *  with axis  l  is a  translation o y  al  if it is
 obtained from  *  by deleting one of the points of  *  >  l .  We remark that the group of
 elations with axis  l  fixing  *  also fixes the resulting translation oval , and  l  is an  axis  of
 the translation oval .
 We recall the following results about the stabilizer of a translation hyperoval  *  in
 PG(2 ,  q )  (see [11 , Section 4]) . Let Aut  *  be the stabilizer of  *  in P G L(3 ,  q ) .  If  *  is
 regular and  q  >  8 ,  then Aut  *  fixes a unique point  N  of  *  and acts 3-transitively on
 *  \  h N j ,  while if  q  ,  8 then Aut  *  acts 4-transitively on  *  . If  *  5  $  (2)  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j ,
 then  N  5  (0 ,  1 ,  0) .  If  *  is irregular , then  q  >  32 and Aut  *  fixes two points  N , M  of  *
 and acts 2-transitively on  *  \  h N ,  M j .  If  *  5  $  ( a  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  then  h N ,  M j  5  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) ,
 (0 ,  0 ,  1) j .
 The regular hyperoval  $  (2)  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  contains , as ovals , the conic  $  (2) and  q  1  1
 further ovals , each of which is equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to  $  (2)  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h (0 ,  0 ,  1 j
 and hence to  $  (1 / 2) . The ovals  $  (2) and  $  (1 / 2) are equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) if f
 q  ,  8 .
 The irregular translation hyperoval  $  ( a  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j ,  for  a  P  Aut  GF( q )  \  h 2 ,  1 / 2 j ,
 contains , as ovals , the translation ovals  $  ( a  ) and  $  ( a  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h (0 ,  0 ,  1) j ,  which is
 equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to  $ (1 / a  ) (applying the map ( x ,  y ,  z )  S  ( x ,  z ,  y )) .  The
 ovals  $  ( a  ) and  $  (1 / a  ) are inequivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) .  Furthermore ,  $  ( a  )  <
 h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  contains  q  non-translation ovals , each equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to
 $  ( a  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h (1 ,  0 ,  0) j  and hence to  $  (1  2  a  ) (applying the map ( x ,  y ,  z )  S
 (  y ,  x ,  z )) .
 Let  2  be an oval contained in a translation hyperoval  *  . A tangent line  l  of  2  is a
 spoke  of  2  if  l  is not an axis of  *  and one of the points  l  >  *  is fixed by Aut  *  . In
 particular , we have the following :
 (i)  If  2  is  $  (2) , then each tangent to  2  is an axis of  *  and  2  has no spoke .
 (ii)  if  2  5  $  (2)  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h (0 ,  0 ,  1) j , then the tangent [1 ,  0 ,  0] is an axis of  *  and
 each other tangent line [ a ,  1 ,  0] , a  P  GF( q ) ,  does not contain a fixed point of Aut  *  on
 *  . Thus  2  has no spoke .
 (iii)  If  2  5  $  ( a  ) ,  a  P  Aut  GF( q )  \  h 2 ,  1 / 2 j ,  then the tangent [1 ,  0 ,  0] is the unique axis
 of  *  and each of the  q  further tangents [ a ,  0 ,  1] , a  P  GF( q ) ,  is a spoke of  2 .
 (iv)  If  2  5  $  ( a  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h (0 ,  0 ,  1) j ,  a  P  Aut  GF( q )  \  h 2 ,  1 / 2 j ,  then [1 ,  0 ,  0] is the
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 unique axis of  *  and each other the  q  further tangents [ a ,  1 ,  0] , a  P  GF( q ) ,  is a spoke
 of  2 .
 (v)  If  2  5  $  ( a  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h 1 ,  0 ,  0) j ,  a  P  Aut  GF( q ) / h 2 ,  1 / 2 j ,  then the tangents
 [0 ,  1 ,  0] and [0 ,  0 ,  1] are the only spokes of  2 .
 Let  s  P  Aut  GF( q ) be such that  s  2  ;  2 (mod  q  2  1) (in particular ,  q  is not a square) .
 A line  l  is a  principal spoke  of an oval  2  if f the oval – line pair ( 2 ,  l ) is equivalent under
 P G L(3 ,  q )  to either ( $  ( s  ) ,  [0 ,  0 ,  1]) or ( $  (1  2  s  ) ,  [0 ,  0 ,  1]) .  In particular , every spoke
 of  $  ( s  ) is principal , while  $  (1  2  s  ) has unique principal spoke [0 ,  0 ,  1] .
 Also , we will need the trace map and some of its properties . Let  !  denote the group
 Aut  GF( q )  of automorphisms of GF( q ) .  For  q  5  2 h ,  we define the map trace as
 trace :  GF( q )  5  GF(2)
 :  x  S  O h 2 1
 i 5 0
 x  2
 i
 5  O
 a P !
 x  a .
 L EMMA 1 ([17 ,  Proposition 3 . 2) .  (1)  For x ,  y  P  GF( q ) ,  trace( x  1  y )  5  trace( x )  1
 trace(  y ) .
 (2)  For x  P  GF( q )  and for  a  P  ! , we ha y  e  trace( x a  )  5  trace( x ) .
 (3)  The kernel  _  of the trace map is a subgroup of  (GF( q ) ,  1 )  of index  2 .
 (4)  For each  a  P  ! ,  _  a  5  _ .
 (5)  There are q  2  1  subgroups of  (GF( q ) ,  1 )  of index  2 ;  namely , a _  for a  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 j .
 (6)  The only subgroup of  (GF( q ) ,  1 )  of index  2  which is automorphism in y  ariant is  _ .
 (7)  For  a  a generator of  ! ,  _  5  h x  a  1  x  :  x  P  GF( q ) j .
 We also recall the following definition . Let  c  5  o h i 5 0  c i a  i  and  d  5  o h i 5 0  d i a  i , where  a
 is a generator of  !  and  c i  , d i  P  h 0 ,  1 j .  Then  c  d  d  if  c i  <  d i  for all  i  5  0 ,  .  .  .  ,  h  (that is ,
 each term in the binary expansion of  c  also occurs in the binary expansion of  d ) .  Also ,
 c  a  d  if  c  d  d  and  c  ?  d .  It follows that ( x  1  1) m  5  o i d m  x i .
 2 . 1 .  Local secant parameter sets .  In this section we review a plane representation of
 ovoids , due to Glynn and Penttila [5] , and consider its application in our case . We then
 prove some lemmas , suggested by this approach , which will be used in the proof of the
 main theorem . Let  2  be an oval in PG(2 ,  q ) and let  *  be the hyperoval containing  2 .
 The unique point  *  \  2  is called the  nucleus  of  2 .
 Let  2 1 and  2 2 be ovals of  PG (2 ,  q ) ,  and let  P  be a point of  PG (2 ,  q ) not on either of
 the ovals and distinct from their nuclei . Then  2 1 and  2 2 are  compatible  at  P  if they have
 the same nucleus , they have a point  Q  in common , the line  PQ  is a tangent line to each
 oval and every secant line to  2 1 on  P  is external to  2 2 . As a consequence , every
 external line to  2 1 on  P  is a secant line to  2 2 .
 L EMMA 2 ([5] ,  The Plane Equivalent Theorem) .  An o y  oid of  PG(3 ,  q )  is equi y  alent
 to a set of q o y  als  2 s  , for s in  GF( q ) , of  PG(2 ,  q )  all with nucleus  (0 ,  1 ,  0) , satisfying
 2 s  >  2 t  5  h (0 ,  0 ,  1) j for all s  ?  t in  GF( q ) , and such that  2 s and  2 t are compatible at
 P s 1 t  5  (0 ,  1 ,  s  1  t ) . Moreo y  er , each pencil of the o y  oid  2  gi y  es rise to such a set , and for
 each plane section  pi  >  2  of the pencil there is a parameterization of the planes  pi s  ,
 s  P  GF  ( q ) , of the pencil such that  pi  0  5  pi  and there is a homography M s :  pi s  5  pi  taking
 pi s  >  2 to  2 s and the tangent line of the pencil to the  common tangent [1 ,  0 ,  0] .
 In order to investigate ovoids using the Plane Equivalent Theorem , we are led to
 study pairs of ovals that are compatible at some point . We can apply a collineation of
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 the plane so that one of the ovals has canonical form ; then the other oval is the image
 under a collineation of an oval in canonical form . To investigate the implications of
 compatibility on the canonical forms of the ovals involved , let  2 1 and  2 2 be ovals and  P 1
 and  P 2 be points of PG(2 ,  q ) ,  where  P 1 is distinct from the points of  2 1 and from its
 nucleus and similarly  P 2 is distinct from the points of  2 2 and from its nucleus . We say
 that ( P 1  ,  2 1 )  matches with  ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) if there is a collineation  g  such that  gP 1  5  P 2 and  g 2 1
 and  2 2 are compatible at  P 2  .
 If ( P 1  ,  2 1 ) and ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) are matching point – oval pairs with associated collineation  g ,
 then  g  maps  P 1 to  P 2  .  It follows that  g  induces a map  gˆ  P  P G L(2 ,  q ) from the quotient
 space PG(2 ,  q ) / P 1 of lines through  P 1 to the quotient space PG(2 ,  q ) / P 2 of lines through
 P 2  .  In the following , we will often identify the set of lines of PG(2 ,  q ) on a point  P  with
 the projective line PG(1 ,  q ) .  There are many equivalent ways of describing this
 identification :
 (1)  the set of lines on  P  is a line of the dual plane ;
 (2)  the set of lines on  P  is a pencil of lines ;
 (3)  the identification is chosen so that P G L(3 ,  q ) PG (2 ,q )/ P P  5  P G L(2 ,  q ) in this co-ordinate
 system .
 In the following , we will wish to assign a set of (non-homogeneous)  parameters
 GF( q )  <  h  `  j  to the  q  1  1 lines of PG(2 ,  q ) on a point  P .  In most situations arising in
 this paper , the point  P  is (0 ,  1 ,  s ) for some  s  P  GF( q ) ,  so the lines on  P  are [1 ,  0 ,  0] and
 [ a ,  s ,  1]  for  a  P  GF( q ) .  The line [1 ,  0 ,  0] is assigned the parameter  `  , while the line
 [ a ,  s ,  1]  is assigned to the parameter  a .  Thus , a PG(1 ,  q ) identified with PG(2 ,  q ) / P  is
 PG(1 ,  q )  5  h (1 ,  a ) : a  P  GF( q ) j  <  h (0 ,  1) j .
 The ideas of compatibility and matching focus our attention on a configuration
 consisting of a point  P  not on an oval  2  and distinct from its nucleus , and three types of
 lines through  P : the tangent , external lines and secant lines to  2 . We now assign
 parameters to the lines on  P ,  using parameters from GF( q )  <  h  `  j  as above .  The local
 secant parameter set  of ( P ,  2  ) is the set of parameters of the secants to  2  on  P .
 Similarly , the  local external parameter set  of ( P ,  2  ) is the set of parameters of the
 external lines to  2  on  P .  Let  H  be a subgroup of  G  5  P G L(3 ,  q ) PG (2 ,q )/ P P  .  The  local
 stabilizer  of ( P ,  2  ) in  H  is the subgroup of  H  which fixes the tangent to  2  on  P ,  fixes
 setwise the set of secants to  2  on  P  and fixes setwise the set of external lines to  2  on  P .
 Note in particular that we do not require that  2  be stabilized .
 In PG(2 ,  q ) ,  let  2  be an oval contained in a hyperoval  * . Let P  be a point , not
 contained in  *  . In previous work we have usually parameterized the lines on  P  so that
 the tangent to  2  on  P  is assigned the parmeter  `  . In this paper , we sometimes find it
 convenient not to make this ‘normalization’ ; hence we need the following slight
 generalization of the statement of [10 , Lemma 2 . 1] .
 L EMMA 3 .  In  PG(2 ,  q ) , q e y  en , let P 1  , P 2  be points and  2 1  ,  2 2  be o y  als such that
 ( P 1  ,  2 1 ) matches with  ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) . For i  5  1 ,  2 , suppose that the lines on P i are parameterized
 in such a way that the tangent line to  2 i on P i is assigned the parameter t i . Then there
 exists an element g  P  P G L(2 ,  q )  such that gt 1  5  t 2  and g maps the local secant parameter
 set of  ( P 1  ,  2 1 )  to the local external parameter set of  ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) . Furthermore , the local
 stabilizer of  ( P 1  ,  2 1 )  in  P G L(2 ,  q )  is conjugate by g to the local stabilizer of  ( P 2  ,  2 2 )  in
 P G L(2 ,  q ) .
 In the remainder of this section , we calculate some local secant parameter sets .
 L EMMA 4 .  In  PG(2 ,  q ) , q e y  en , let  2  be a translation o y  al contained in a translation
 hypero y  al  *  and let N  5  *  \  2 . Suppose that  a  is a generator of  Aut  GF( q )  such that  2 
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 is equi y  alent under  P G L(3 ,  q )  to  $ ( a  ) . Let P  ¸  *  be a point and suppose that the lines
 on P are parameterized in such a way that the tangent PN to  2  is assigned the parameter
 `  . Then :
 (1)  if PN is an axis of  2 , then the local secant parameter set of  ( P ,  2  )  is equi y  alent under
 A G L(1 ,  q )  to  _ ;
 (2)  if PN is not an axis of  2 , then  a  ?  2  and the local secant parameter set of  ( P ,  2  )  is
 equi y  alent under  A G L(1 ,  q )  to  _  a 2 1 .
 P ROOF .  (1) Using [12 , Lemma 10(1) , (2)] , we can assume that  2  5  $  ( a  ) and
 P  5  (0 ,  1 ,  1)  (for P G L(3 ,  q ) $ ( a  ) is transitive on axes of  $  ( a  ) (for  a  5  2) and on points
 on an axis of  $  ( a  )) .  The lines on  P  are the tangent [1 ,  0 ,  0] of parameter  `   and the line
 [ a ,  1 ,  1] of parameter  a ,  for  a  P  GF( q ) .  Now [ a ,  1 ,  1] is a secant of  $  ( a  ) if f
 a  1  t  1  t a  5  0  for some  t  P  GF( q ) ,  which is if f  a  5  t a  1  t  for some  t  P  GF( q ) ,  thus if f
 a  P  _ .
 (2)  See [12 , Lemma 10(3)] , and its proof .  h
 L EMMA 5 .  In  PG(2 ,  q ) , q e y  en , let  *  be an irregular translation hypero y  al equi y  alent
 under  P G L(3 ,  q )  to  $ ( g  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  for some generator  g  P  Aut  GF( q ) ,  g  ?  2 ,  1 / 2 . Let
 2  be an o y  al contained in  * , let N  5  *  \  2  and let P  ¸  * . Suppose that the tangent PN to
 2  on P is a spoke of  2 , and that the lines on P are parameterized in such a way that PN
 is assigned the parameter  `  :
 (1)  if  2  is equi y  alent under  P G L(3 ,  q )  to  $ ( g  )  then the local secant parameter set of
 ( P ,  2  ) is equi y  alent under  A G L(1 ,  q )  to K  g 2 1 ;
 (2)  if  2  is equi y  alent under  P G L(3 ,  q )  to  $ ( g  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h (0 ,  0 ,  1) j , then the local
 secant parameter set of  ( P ,  2  )  is equi y  alent under  A G L(1 ,  q ) to  K (1/ g  ) 2 1 ;
 (3)  if  2  is equi y  alent under  P G L(3 ,  q )  to  $ ( g  )  <  h 0 ,  1 ,  0 j  \  h (1 ,  0 ,  0) j , and the spoke is
 PN  5  [0 ,  0 ,  1] , then the local secant parameter set of  ( P ,  2  )  is equi y  alent under
 A G L(1 ,  q ) to K  g 2 1 ;
 (4)  if  2  is equi y  alent under  P G L(3 ,  q )  to  $ ( g  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0)  \  h (1 ,  0 ,  0) j , and the spoke is
 PN  5  [0 ,  1 ,  0] , then the local secant parameter set of  ( P ,  2  )  is equi y  alent under
 A G L(1 ,  q ) to K (1/ g  ) 2 1 .
 P ROOF .  Without loss of generality , by [12 , Lemma 10] , we can assume that
 *  5  $  ( g  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j .
 (1)  Since  PN  is a spoke of  2 , it is not an axis of  *  and hence is not an axis of  2 . By
 Lemma 4(2) , the local secant parameter set of ( P ,  2  ) is equivalent under A G L(1 ,  q ) to
 K g 2 1 .
 (2)  Without loss of generality , by [12 , Lemma 10] , we can assume that  $ ( g  )  <
 h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h (0 ,  0 ,  1) j .  Recall that  l 2  5  $ (1 / g  ) ,  where  l : ( x ,  y ,  z )  S  ( x ,  z ,  y ) .  Since  PN  is
 a spoke of  2 ,  l ( PN ) is a spoke of  $  (1 / g  ) ,  and hence not an axis of  $  (1 / g  ) .  By
 Lemma 4(2) , the local secant parameter set of ( P ,  2  ) is equivalent under A G L(1 ,  q ) to
 K (1/ g  ) 2 1 .
 (3)  Without loss of generality , by [12 , Lemma 10] , we can assume that  2  5  $  ( g  )  <
 h 0 ,  1 ,  0 j  \  h (1 ,  0 ,  0) j .  Since the tangent  PN  5  [0 ,  0 ,  1] to  2  on  P  coincides with the tangent
 to  $  ( g  ) on  P ,  the local secant parameter set of ( P ,  2  ) equals the local secant
 parameter set of ( P ,  $ ( g  )) ,  which by (1) is equivalent under A G L(1 ,  q ) to  K g 2 1 .
 (4)  Without loss of generality , by [12 , Lemma 10] , we can assume that  2  5  $  ( g  )  <
 h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h (1 ,  0 ,  0) j .  Using  l :  ( x ,  y ,  z )  S  ( x ,  z ,  y ) ,  we have  l 2  5  $ (1 / g  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \
 h (1 ,  0 ,  0) j  and  l [0 ,  1 ,  0]  5  [0 ,  0 ,  1] .  Furthermore ,  l ([0 ,  1 ,  0]  >  2  )  5  l ((0 ,  0 ,  1))  5
 (0 ,  1 ,  0)  5  [0 ,  0 ,  1]  >  l 2 ,  and the tangent [0 ,  0 ,  1] to  l 2  on  l P  equals the tangent to
 $  (1 / g  )  on  l P .  Thus the local secant parameter set of ( P ,  2  ) is equivalent under
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 A G L(1 ,  q ) to the local secant parameter set of ( l P ,  l 2  ) ,  which equals the local secant
 parameter set of ( l P ,  $ (1 / g  )) ,  which by (2) is equivalent under A G L(1 ,  q ) to  K (1/ g  ) 2 1 .
 h
 L EMMA 6 .  In  PG(2 ,  q ) , q e y  en , let  2  be an o y  al contained in a translation hypero y  al
 * and let N  5  *  \  2 . Let P  ¸  *  be a point such that P lies on an axis of  * . Then the local
 secant parameter set of  ( P ,  2  )  is equi y  alent under  P G L(2 ,  q )  to  _  <  h  `  j  \  h c j , where
 c  P  _  <  h  `  j is the parameter of the tangent PN to  2  on P .
 P ROOF .  Since  *  is a translation hyperoval , it is equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to
 $  ( a  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  for some generator  a  P  Aut  GF( q ) .  Without loss of generality , we
 can assume that the axis of  *  containing  P  is [1 ,  0 ,  0] . Furthermore ,  2  5  $  ( a  )  >
 h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h N j .  We parameterize the lines on  P  in such a way that the tangent  P (0 ,  1 ,  0)
 to  $  ( a  ) on  P  is assigned the parameter  `  , then by Lemma 4(1) the local secant
 parameter set of ( P ,  $ ( a  )) is equivalent under A G L(1 ,  q ) to  _  . It follows that the local
 secant parameter set of ( P ,  2  ) is equivalent under P G L(2 ,  q ) to  _  <  h  `  j  \  h c j  where  c  is
 the parameter of the tangent  PN  to  2  on  P .  As  PN  is a secant of  *  , it follows that
 c  P  _  <  h  `  j .  We note that the tangent to  2  on  P  has parameter  c ,  which is not
 necessarily  `  , so we cannot assume that the above equivalence is in A G L(1 ,  q ) .  h
 L EMMA 7 .  In  PG(2 ,  q ) , q e y  en , let  2  be an o y  al contained in a translation hypero y  al
 * and let N  5  *  \  2 . Let P  ¸  *  be a point such that NP is not a spoke of  2  and P lies on
 no axis of  * . Then the local secant parameter set of  ( P ,  2  )  is equi y  alent under  P G L(2 ,  q )
 to  _  a 2 1  <  h  `  j  \  h c j  for some generator  a  P  Aut  GF( q )  \  h 2 ,  1 / 2 j  and where c  P  _  a 2 1  \  h 0 j
 is the parameter of the tangent PN to  2  on P .
 P ROOF .  Since  P  lies on no axis of  *  ,  *  is an irregular translation hyperoval , and
 hence is equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to  $  ( a  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  for some generator  a  P
 Aut  GF( q )  \  h 2 ,  1 / 2 j .  Since the tangent  PN  to  2  on  P  is not a spoke of  2 ,  2  is not a
 translation oval contained in  *  ; hence  2  5  $  ( a  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h N j  where  N  ?  (0 ,  1 ,  0) ,
 (0 ,  0 ,  1) .  Furthermore ,  P  does not lie on either of the spokes  N (0 ,  1 ,  0) , N (0 ,  0 ,  1) .  We
 parameterize the lines on  P  so that the tangent  P (0 ,  1 ,  0) to  $  ( a  ) on  P  is assigned the
 parameter  `  ; then by Lemma 4(2) the local secant parameter set of ( P ,  $ ( a  )) is
 equivalent under A G L(1 ,  q ) to  _  a 2 1 .  Under this parameterization , the line  P (0 ,  0 ,  1) is
 assigned the parameter 0 . Since  2  5  $  ( a )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h N j ,  the local secant parameter
 set of ( P ,  2  ) is equivalent under P G L(2 ,  q ) to  _  a 2 1  <  h  `  j  \  h c j ,  where  c  is the parameter
 of  PN .  Since  PN  is a secant of  *  but is distinct from  P (0 ,  1 ,  0) and  P (0 ,  0 ,  1) ,  we have
 c  P  _  a 2 1  \  h 0 j .  h
 In the following , we will need to consider the case in which the common tangent of a
 fan of ovals is a spoke of certain ovals in the fan . Since the common tangent in the
 statement of the Plane Equivalent Theorem is [1 ,  0 ,  0] , it will be convenient to calculate
 local secant parameter sets for ovals with spoke [1 ,  0 ,  0] , as in Lemmas 8 and 9 .
 L EMMA 8 .  For q e y  en , let  s  P  Aut  GF( q )  satisfy  s  2  ;  2 (mod  q  2  1) . Then :
 (1)  $ ( s  1  2)  is a translation hypero y  al , equi y  alent under  P G L(3 ,  q )  to  $ ( s  ) . Each
 tangent  [1 ,  0 ,  a ] , a  P  GF( q ) ,  of  $ ( s  1  2)  is a principal spoke .
 (2)  $ (( s  2  1) / s  )  is a non - translation hypero y  al , equi y  alent under  P G L(3 ,  q )  to
 $ (1  2  s  ) . Furthermore ,  $ (( s  2  1) / s  )  has principal spoke  [1 ,  0 ,  0] .
 P ROOF .  (1) It is shown in [12 , Lemma 11] that  $ ( s  1  2)  5  l $ ( s  ) ,  where  l : 
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 ( x ,  y ,  z )  S  ( z ,  y ,  x ) .  Furthermore , each tangent [ a ,  0 ,  1] , a  P  GF( q ) ,  of  $ ( s  ) is a
 principal spoke , and  l [ a ,  0 ,  1]  5  [1 ,  0 ,  a ] .
 (2)  Let  l : ( x ,  y ,  z )  S  ( z ,  y ,  x ) be an element of PGL(3 ,  q ) .  Then
 l $ (1  2  s  )  5  h ( t 1 2 s  ,  t ,  1) :  t  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 jj  <  h (0 ,  0 ,  1) ,  (1 ,  0 ,  0) j
 5  h (1 ,  t s  ,  t s 2 1 ) :  t  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 jj  <  hh 0 ,  0 ,  1) ,  (1 ,  0 ,  0) j
 5  h (1 ,  u ,  u ( s 2 1)/ s ) :  u  P  GF( q ) j  <  h (0 ,  0 ,  1) j
 5  $ (( s  2  1) / s  ) .
 Furthermore , [0 ,  0 ,  1] is the principal spoke of  $  (1  2  s  ) and  l [0 ,  0 ,  1]  5  [1 ,  0 ,  0] .  h
 L EMMA 9 .  For q e y  en , let  s  P  Aut  GF( q )  satisfy  s  2  ;  2 (mod  q  2  1) .  In PG(2 ,  q ) , let
 P s  5  (0 ,  1 ,  s )  for s  ?  0  and let  2  be either  $ ( s  1  2)  or  $ (( s  2  1) / s  ) . Suppose that the
 lines on P s are parameterized in such a way that the tangent  [1 ,  0 ,  0]  to  2  on P s is
 assigned the parameter  `   and for a  P  GF( q )  the line  [ a ,  s ,  1]  on P s is assigned the
 parameter a . Then :
 (1)  if  2  5  $ ( s  1  2) , then the local secant parameter set of  ( P s  ,  $ ( s  1  2))  is s
 s _ s 2 1 ;
 (2)  if  2  5  $ (( s  2  1) / s  ) , then the local secant parameter set of  ( P s  ,  $ (( s  2  1) / s  ))  is
 s 1 2 s _ s 2 1 .
 P ROOF .  (1) See [12 , Lemma 11] .
 (2)  First , note that
 $  (( s  2  1) / s  )  5  h (1 ,  t ,  t 1 2 (1/ s  ) ) :  t  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 jj  <  h (1 ,  0 ,  0) ,  (0 ,  0 ,  1) j
 5  h ( t 2 1 ,  1 ,  t 2 (1/ s  ) ) :  t  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 jj  <  h (1 ,  0 ,  0) ,  (0 ,  0 ,  1) j
 5  h ( u ,  1 ,  u (1/ s  ) ) :  u  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 jj  <  h (1 ,  0 ,  0) ,  (0 ,  0 ,  1) j
 5  h ( u s  ,  1 ,  u ) :  u  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 jj  <  h (1 ,  0 ,  0) ,  (0 ,  0 ,  1) j .
 The tangent [1 ,  0 ,  0] to  $  (( s  2  1) / s  ) on  P s  meets  $  (( s  2  1) / s  ) in the point (0 ,  0 ,  1) .
 The line [0 ,  s ,  1] on  P s  meets  $  (( s  2  1) / s  ) in the points (1 ,  0 ,  0) and ( s s  ,  1 ,  s ) ,  and
 hence is a secant of  $  (( s  2  1) / s  ) .  For  a  ?  0 ,  if the line [ a ,  s ,  1] is a secant of
 $ (( s  2  1) / s  ) ,  then  au s  1  s  1  u  5  0 for some  u  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 j ,  and hence  s  5  au s  1  u  for
 some  u  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 j .  We substitute  y  5  a 1 2 s u  to obtain  s  5  a  1/(1 2 s  ) ( y  s  1  y  ) ,  for some
 y  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 j .  But then  sa 1/( s 2 1)  5  y  s  1  y  ,  for some  y  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 j ,  and hence
 sa 1/( s 2 1)  P  _ ,  so  a 1/( s  2 1)  P  s 2 1 _  and  a  P  s 1 2 s _ s 2 1 .  The result follows , noting that
 0  P  s 1 2 s _ s 2 1  and  u s 1 2 s _ s 2 1 u  5  q  / 2 .  h
 2 . 2 .  Local stabilizers .  In this section , we calculate some local stabilizers . We remark
 that ‘ y ’ denotes the semidirect product .
 L EMMA 10 .  The stabilizer in  A G L(1 ,  q )  of  _  is T  ( _  )  y  ! , where T  ( _  )  5
 h x  S  x  1  b :  b  P  _  j .
 P ROOF .  First , AGL(1 ,  q ) _ , 0  5  h x  S  ax :  a _  5  _ , a  P  GF( q ) j  5  1 .  Hence  u AGL(1 ,  q ) _ u  5
 u _  u  5  q  / 2 .  Since  T  ( _  )  <  AGL(1 ,  q ) _  and  u T  ( _  ) u  5  q  / 2 ,  it follows that AGL(1 ,  q ) _  5
 T  ( _  ) .  Since  !  fixes  _  , we have A G L(1 ,  q ) _  5  T  ( _  )  y  ! .  h
 L EMMA 11 .  Let X  5  _  or  GF( q )  \  _ , for q  .  4 . Then  P G L(2 ,  q ) X  5  T  ( _  )  y  ! ,
 where T  ( _  )  5  h x  S  x  1  b :  b  P  _  j .
 P ROOF .  First , by Lemma 10 , we have A G L(1 ,  q ) X  5  T  ( _  )  y  ! ,  and the orbits of
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 AGL(1 ,  q ) X  on PG(1 ,  q ) are  h  `  j ,  X  and GF( q )  \  X .  If PGL(2 ,  q ) X  does not fix  `  , then
 (GF( q )  \  X  )  <  h  `  j  5  PG(1 ,  q )  \  X  is an orbit of PGL(2 ,  q ) X  ,  of length ( q  1  2) / 2 .  Thus
 ( q  1  2) / 2  divides  u PGL(2 ,  q ) u  5  ( q  1  1) q ( q  2  1) ,  implying that  q  <  4 ,  contrary to
 hypothesis . Thus PGL(2 ,  q ) X  ,  and hence also P G L(2 ,  q ) X  ,  fixes  `  , so that
 P G L(2 ,  q ) X  5  A G L(1 ,  q ) X  5  T  ( _  )  y  ! .  h
 L EMMA 12 .  Let  6  be a subset of  PG(1 ,  q ) , q e y  en , of size  ( q  1  2) / 2 . Then
 u PGL(2 ,  q ) 6 u  5  2 u 3 y
 where u and  y   are non - negati y  e integers . Furthermore ,  y  5  0  or  1  and if  y  5  1  then q is a
 square .
 P ROOF .  Recall that  u PGL(2 ,  q ) u  5  ( q  1  1) q ( q  2  1) ,  and let  g  P  PGL(2 ,  q ) 6  have
 prime order  r .
 If  r  divides  q  1  1 ,  then  r  is odd so does not divide  q  or  q  2  1 .  Hence a Sylow
 r -subgroup of PGL(2 ,  q ) is a (cyclic) subgroup of the group generated by a Singer cycle
 and therefore has no fixed point in PG(1 ,  q ) .  It follows that  g  has no fixed point , and
 since  g  fixes  6  we see that  r  divides  u 6  u . But the greatest common divisor ( q  1  1 ,
 ( q  1  2) / 2)  5  1 ;  so  r  5  1 ,  a contradiction .
 If  r  divides  q  2  1 ,  then  r  is odd and does not divide  q  or  q  1  1 .  Hence a Sylow
 r -subgroup of PGL(2 ,  q ) is conjugate to a (cyclic) subgroup of GL(1 ,  q ) .  Hence  g  has
 exactly two fixed points and  u 6 u  ;  0 ,  1 or 2  mod  r .  If  u 6 u  ;  1 mod  r ,  then  r  divides
 u 6  u  2  1  5  q  / 2 ,  which is a power of 2 , a contradiction . If  u 6  u  ;  2 mod  r ,  then  r  divides
 u 6 u  2  2  5  ( q  2  2) / 2 .  Since (( q  2  2) / 2 , q  2  1)  5  1 ,  we see that  r  5  1 ,  a contradiction .
 Finally , if  u 6  u  ;  0 mod  r ,  then  r  5  3 (as ( q  2  1 ,  ( q  1  2) / 2)  5  1 or 3) and in this case  q  is a
 square as 3 divides  q  2  1 .
 Let  r  5  3 and suppose that 3 2 divides  u PGL(2 ,  q ) 6 u .  We know that  q  is a square and 3
 divides  u 6  u . Now 3 2 divides  u PGL(2 ,  q ) 6 u  which implies that 3 2 divides  q  2  1 .  Also , a
 Sylow 3-subgroup of PGL(2 ,  q ) is cyclic , and acts on PG(1 ,  q ) with 2 fixed points and
 with all other orbits regular .
 Hence 3 2 divides  u 6  u  5  ( q  1  2) / 2 ; but ( q  2  1 ,  ( q  1  2) / 2)  5  3 ,  a contradiction .
 We have shown that if 3 y  divides  u PGL(2 ,  q ) 6 u ,  then  y  5  0 or 1 . If  y  5  1 ,  then  q  is a
 square .  h
 L EMMA 13 .  Let  a  be a generator of  Aut  GF( q ) , where q is e y  en and  a  ?  2 ,  1 / 2 . The
 stabilizer in  PGL(2 ,  q )  of  _  a 2 1  has no non - tri y  ial normal  3- subgroup .
 P ROOF .  Suppose , aiming for a contradiction , that  S  is a non-trivial normal 3-subgroup
 of PGL(2 ,  q ) _  a 2 1 .  Since PGL(2 ,  q ) _  a 2 1  5  PGL(2 ,  q ) PG(1 ,q )  \  _  a 2 1 and  u PG(1 ,  q )  \  _  a 2 1 u  5
 ( q  1  2) / 2 ,  it follows from Lemma 12 that  u S u  5  3 and  q  is a square . Since  u PG(1 ,  q ) u  ;  2
 (mod  3) and  u _  a 2 1 u  ;  2 (mod  3) ,  S  has exactly two fixed points , both of which lie in
 _  a 2 1 .  Since  S  is a characteristic subgroup of PGL(2 ,  q ) _  a 2 1 ,  which is a normal
 subgroup of P G L(3 ,  q ) _  a 2 1 ,  and  !  <  P G L(3 ,  q ) _  a 2 1 ,  it follows that  !  normalizes  S ;
 hence  !  permutes the fixed points of  S .  Thus , the fixed points of  S  could be two of
 h 0 ,  1 ,  `  j , or could form an orbit of  !  of length 2 , and hence must be  v  ,  v  2 ,  where
 v  ?  1  is such that  v  3  5  1 (for if  x  is an orbit of  !  of length 2 , then the stabilizer  B  of  x
 in  !  has order  u !  u / 2 and the fixed field of  B  has order 4) .
 Suppose first that the fixed points of  S  are  v  ,  v  2 ,  where  v  ?  1 is such that  v  3  5  1 .
 Since  !  fixes 0 ,  !  fixes pointwise the orbit of 0 under  S ,  which therefore must be
 h 0 ,  1 ,  `  j . But 0 ,  1  P  _  a 2 1 ,  `  ¸  _  a 2 1 ; a contradiction , since  S  fixes  _  a 2 1 .
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 Suppose , therefore , that the fixed points of  S  are two of  h 0 ,  1 ,  `  j , and hence are
 h 0 ,  1 j , since  `  ¸  _  a 2 1 .  Let  g  P  PGL(2 ,  q ) be defined by  g  :  x  S  1 / x .  Then  gSg 2 1
 stabilizes  g _  a 2 1  5  _  1 2 a  <  h  `  j  \  h 0 j ,  and fixes  `   and 1 . Now  g ! g 2 1  5  !  fixes the orbit
 of 0 under  gSg 2 1 ,  which must be  h 0 ,  v  ,  v  2 j ,  where  v  ?  1 is such that  v 3  5  1 . Thus
 gSg 2 1  5  k h l ,  where  h :  x  S  v  2 x  1  v  and  h  stabilizes  _  1 2 a  <  h  `  j  \  h 0 j .  If  x  ?  0 ,  then
 x  P  _  ï  x  1 2 a  P  _  1 2 a  ï  h ( x 1 2 a )  P  _  1 2 a  ï  h ( x  1 2 a ) 1/(1 2 a  )  P  _ .  Therefore ,
 trace(( v  2 x 1 2 a  1  v  ) 1/(1 2 a  )  1  x )  5  0 ,  ; x  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 j  (1)
 Now 0  ¸  _  1 2 a  <  h  `  j  \  h 0 j ,  hence  v  ,  v  2  ¸  _  1 2 a  <  h  `  j  \  h 0 j ,  so that trace( v  1/(1 2 a  ) )  5  1  5
 trace( v  ) .  Thus , substituting  y  5  x  1 2 a  into (1) , we obtain
 trace(( v  2 y  1  v  ) 1/(1 2 a  )  1  y  1/(1 2 a  ) )  5  0  (2)
 for all  y  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 j  and 1 for  y  5  0 ; hence
 trace(( v  2 y  1  v  ) 1/(1 2 a  )  1  y  1/(1 2 a  )  1  v  1  v y q 2 1 )  5  0 ,  ; y  P  GF( q ) .
 By [17 , Proposition 3 . 3] ,  o b  P !  a b ( q 2 1) b 2 1  5  0 ,  where  a i  is the coef ficient of  y i  in the
 polynomial in  y ,  which is the argument of the trace map in (2) . But the only non-zero
 term of the form  a ( q 2 1) b 2 1  y
 ( q 2 1) b 2 1 for  b  P  !  is  v y q 2 1 ; hence  v  5  0 ,  a contradiction .  h
 L EMMA 14 .  Let  a  be a generator of  Aut  GF( q ) , where q is e y  en and  a  ?  2 ,  1 / 2 .
 Then :
 (1)  if q is a square then the stabilizer in  P G L(2 ,  q )  of  _  a 2 1  is  ! ;
 (2)  if q is not a square then the stabilizer in  P G L(2 ,  q )  of  GF( q )  \  _  a 2 1  is  ! .
 P ROOF .  Let  X  5  _  a 2 1 if  q  is a square and GF( q )  \  _  a 2 1 if  q  is not a square , and let
 H  5  PGL(2 ,  q ) X .  Then  u PG(1 ,  q )  \  X  u  5  ( q  1  2) / 2 ,  so  u H u  5  2 u 3 y  ,  where  u  and  y   are
 non-negative integers ,  y  5  0 or 1 and , if  y  5  1 ,  then  q  is a square , by Lemma 12 .
 Furthermore ,  H  has no non-trivial normal 3-subgroup , by Lemma 13 . Suppose that
 H  ?  1 .  By a theorem of Burnside ,  H  is soluble and hence has a non-trivial normal
 2-subgroup  S .  Since  u PG(1 ,  q ) u  5  q  1  1 is odd ,  S  fixes a unique point  x  of PG(1 ,  q ) .  As
 H  normalizes  S , x  is also the unique fixed point of  H .  Furthermore ,  !  fixes  X ,  so  !
 normalizes  H  and  !  fixes  x .  Thus  x  P  h 0 ,  1 ,  `  j .  Since  u X  u  5  q  / 2 is even ,  x  ¸  X ,  so  x  ?  1 .
 If  x  5  `  ,  then  S  is a subgroup of AGL(1 ,  q ) X  ,  which is 1 by [12 , Lemma 12] , a
 contradiction . It follows that  x  5  0 ,  and  x  ¸  X  implies that  X  5  GF( q )  \  _  a 2 1 and  q  is
 not a square . Let  g :  x  S  1 / x  be an element of PGL(1 ,  q ) and let  R  5  gSg 2 1 .  Then , using
 Lemma 1(4) ,  gX  5  GF( q )  \  _  1 2 a  5  GF( q )  \  _ (1 2 a  )/ a  5  GF( q )  \  _ (1/ a  ) 2 1 so  R  is a sub-
 group of AGL(1 ,  q ) GF( q )  \  _  ( 1 / a ) 2 1 ,  which is 1 by [12 , Lemma 12] , a contradiction .  h
 3 .  T HE  M AIN R ESULT
 This section shows , in Corollary 20 , that an ovoid with a pencil of ovals each of
 which is contained in a translation hyperoval , and such that the carrier of the pencil is a
 spoke of at least one of the ovals , is a Tits ovoid . The proof proceeds by a sequence of
 lemmas and corollaries . Corollary 16 says that the carrier is a spoke of each of the
 ovals , a result analogous to the External Lines Lemma in [17] , with spoke playing the
 role of axis . Lemma 17 says that each oval is equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to either  $  ( s  )
 or  $  (1  2  s  ) ,  where  s  P  Aut  GF( q ) is such that  s  2  ;  2(mod  q  2  1) ,  and also that the
 carrier is a principal spoke of each of the ovals . Lemma 18 controls the map associated
 with each match between pairs of these ovals at a point on the principal spoke .
 Theorem 19 shows that each oval in the pencil is in fact equivalent to  $  ( s  ) ,  and
 [12 , Theorem 3] is used to finish the argument .
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 As a corollary (Corollary 21) , we show that an ovoid each of the secant plane
 sections of which is an oval contained in a translation hyperoval is either an elliptic
 quadric or a Tits ovoid .
 L EMMA 15 .  In  PG(2 ,  q ) , q e y  en , let  2 1  be an o y  al contained in a translation
 hypero y  al  * 1  , and let N 1  5  * 1  \  2 1 . Let P 1  ¸  * 1  be a point such that P 1 N 1  is a spoke of  2 1 .
 Let  2 2  be an o y  al contained in a translation hypero y  al  * 2  , and let N 2  5  * 2  \  2 2 . Let
 P 2  ¸  * 2 be a point such that P 2 N 2  is not a spoke of  2 2  . Then  ( P 1  ,  2 1 )  does not match with
 ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) .
 P ROOF .  Since  2 1 admits a spoke ,  * 1 is an irregular translation hyperoval , so  q  >  32 .
 We parameterize the lines on  P 1 in such a way that the tangent  P 1 N 1 to  2 1 on  P 1 is
 assigned the parameter  `  . By Lemma 5 , the local secant parameter set of ( P 1  ,  2 1 ) is
 equivalent under A G L(1 ,  q ) to  _  a 2 1 for some generator  a  P  Aut  GF( q )  \  h 2 ,  1 / 2 j .  (In
 particular , if  * 1 is equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to  $  ( g  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j ,  then  a  5  g  or 1 / g . )
 First suppose that  P 2 lies on an axis of  * 2 . By Lemma 6 , the local secant parameter
 set of ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) is equivalent under P G L(2 ,  q ) to  _  <  h  `  j  \  h c j ,  where  c  is the parameter
 of the tangent  P 2 N 2 to  2 2 on  P 2  .  Thus , the local external parameter set of ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) is
 equivalent under P G L(2 ,  q ) to GF( q )  \  _ .  Suppose , aiming for a contradiction , that
 ( P 1  ,  2 1 )  matches with ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) .  By Lemma 3 , there exists an element  g  P  p G L(2 ,  q ) such
 that  g  `  5  c , g _  a 2 1  5  GF( q )  \  _  and the local stabilizer of ( P 1  ,  2 1 ) in P G L(2 ,  q ) is
 conjugate by  g  to the local stabiilizer of ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) in P G L(2 ,  q ) .  Since  !  stabilizes  _  a 2 1
 and  `  , we can assume that  g  P  PGL(2 ,  q ) .
 If  c  5  `  ,  then  g  P  AGL(1 ,  q ) .  In this case , since AGL(1 ,  q ) _  a 2 1  5  1 (by [12 , Lemma
 12]) and AGL(1 ,  q ) GF( q )  \  _  5  AGL(1 ,  q ) _  5  T  ( _  ) (by Lemma 10) , we have a con-
 tradiction to the existence of  g .  Thus  c  ?  `  .
 If  q  is a square , then P G L(2 ,  q ) _  a 2 1  5  !  (by Lemma 14) and P G L(2 ,  q ) GF( q )  \  _  5
 7 ( _  )  y  !  (by Lemma 11) , contradicting the existence of  g .  Thus  q  is not a square .
 Now  g 2 1 T  ( _  ) g  fixes  _  a  2 1 and fixes a unique point of PG(1 ,  q ) ,  namely  g 2 1  `  ,
 where  g 2 1  `  ¸  _  a 2 1 since  `  ¸  GF( q )  \  _ .  Since  T  ( _  ) is a normal subgroup of
 P G L(2 ,  q ) GF  ( q )  \  _ ,  it follows that  g 2 1 T  ( _  ) g  is a normal subgroup of P G L(2 ,  q ) _  a 2 1 .  As
 !  <  P G L (2 ,  q ) _ ~ 2 1 ,  !  normalizes  g
 2 1 T  ( _  ) g ; and hence permutes the fixed points of
 g 2 1 T  ( _  ) g ,  and hence  !  fixes  g 2 1  `  .  The fixed points of  !  are  h 0 ,  1 ,  `  j , and  c  ?  `  ,
 which implies that  g 2 1  `  ?  `  .  Furthermore , since 0  P  _ a 2 1 and  `  ¸  GF( q )  \  _ , g 2 1  `  ?
 0 .  Thus  g  2 1  `  5  1 and  g  2 1 T  ( _  ) g  <  PGL(2 ,  q ) 1  .
 Since GF( q )  \  _  is an orbit of  T  ( _  ) on PG(1 ,  q ) ,  it follows that  _  a  2 1 is an orbit on
 PG(1 ,  q )  of  g  2 1 T  ( _  ) g ,  which is a subgroup of PGL(2 ,  q ) 1 of order  q  / 2 .  Thus  _  a 2 1  1  1
 is an orbit of a subgroup of PGL(2 ,  q ) 0 of order  q  / 2 ,  and ( _  a 2 1  1  1) 2 1 is an orbit of a
 subgroup of PGL(2 ,  q ) `   of order  q  / 2 .  By Lemma 1(5) , this subgroup is  T  ( a _  ) for
 some  a  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 j .  Now ( _  a 2 1  1  1) 2 1 is fixed by  !  ; hence  a  5  1 (Lemma 1(6)) and
 ( _  a 2 1  1  1) 2 1  is either  _  or GF( q )  \  _ .  Now 0  P  _  a 2 1 ,  so 1  P  _  a 2 1  1  1 and 1  P
 ( _  a 2 1  1  1) 2 1 ,  so ( _  a 2 1  1  1) 2 1  5  GF( q )  \  _  (as  q  is not a square , 1  ¸  _  ) .  It follows that
 _  a 2 1  1  1  5  GF( q )  \  _  2 1  5  GF( q )  \  _ 1/2 2 1 .  Arguing as in [12 , proof of Theorem 3] , this
 is if f
 trace(( x a  2 1  1  1) 1/( g 2 1)  1  x )  5  1 ,  ; x  P  GF( q ) ,
 where  g  5  1 / 2 .  By [12 , Lemma 7] ,  a  5  1 / 2  5  s  ,  where  s  P  Aut  GF( q ) is such that
 s  2  ;  2  (mod  q  2  1) .  Thus (1 / 2) 2  5  2 (mod  q  2  1) ,  implying that  q  5  8 ; a contradiction .
 We have proved that if  P 2 lies on an axis of  * 2 , then ( P 1  ,  2 1 ) does not match with
 ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) .
 Otherwise ,  P 2 lies on no axis of  * 2 , so by Lemma 7 the local secant parameter
 set of ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) is equivalent under P G L(2 ,  q ) to  _
 b 2 1  <  h  `  j  \  h c j  for some generator
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 b  P  Aut  GF( q )  \  h 2 ,  1 / 2 j  and where  c  P  _ b 2 1  \  h 0 j  is the parameter of the tangent  P 2 N 2
 to  2 2 on  P 2  .  Thus , the local external parameter set of ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) is equivalent under
 P G L(2 ,  q )  to GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1 .  Suppose that ( P 1  ,  2 1 ) matches with ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) .  By Lemma 3 ,
 there exists an element  g  P  P G L(2 ,  q ) such that  g  `  5  c , g _  a 2 1  5  GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1 and the
 local stabilizer of ( P 1  ,  2 1 ) in P G L(2 ,  q ) is conjugate by  g  to the local stabilizer of ( P 2  ,  2 2 )
 in P G L(2 ,  q ) .  Since  !  stabilizes  _  a 2 1 ,  we can assume that  g  P  PGL(2 ,  q ) .  If  q  is a
 square , then P G L(2 ,  q ) _  a 2 1  5  !  (by Lemma 14) , hence also P G L(2 ,  q ) GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1  5  ! .
 (To see this , note that  !  stabilizes  _  b 2 1 ,  so  !  Ô  P G L(2 ,  q ) GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1 and compare
 orders . ) Therefore  g  normalizes  !  . If  q  is not a square , then P G L(2 ,  q ) GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1  5  !
 (by Lemma 14) , hence also P G L(2 ,  q ) _  a 2 1  5  !  and  g  normalizes  !  . In either case ,  g
 permutes the fixed points  h 0 ,  1 ,  `  j  of  !  , and hence  c  P  h 0 ,  1 ,  `  j  since  g  `  5  c .  But
 c  P  _ b 2 1  \  h 0 j ,  so  c  5  1 .  Now  c  P  _ b 2 1 ,  so 1  P  _ b 2 1 ; hence 1  P  _  and  q  is a square .
 Since  q  is a square , we have 0 ,  1  P  _  a 2 1 and  `  ¸  _  a 2 1 ,  while 0 ,  1 ,  `  ¸  GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1 ,
 contradicting the existence of  g .  Thus ( P 1  ,  2 1 ) does not match with ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) .  h
 C OROLLARY 16 .  Let  2  be an o y  oid of  PG(3 ,  q ) , q e y  en . Let  3  be a pencil of  2  with
 carrier l such that l is a spoke of  ( at least )  one o y  al in  3 . Then l is a spoke of each o y  al
 in  3 .
 P ROOF .  Let  3  5  h pi s  >  2 :  s  P  GF( q ) j .  Suppose , without loss of generality , that  l  is a
 spoke of  pi  0  >  2 .  By the Plane Equivalent Theorem , and in the notation of that
 theorem , for each  s  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 j ,  the oval  M s ( pi s  >  2  ) is compatible with  M 0 ( pi  0  >  2  ) at
 a point  P s  of  M s ( l )  5  M 0 ( l )  5  [1 ,  0 ,  0] in  pi  0  .  By Lemma 15 ,  M s ( l ) is a spoke of
 M s ( pi s  >  2  ) ;  hence  l  is a spoke of  pi s  >  2 .  h
 L EMMA 17 .  In  PG(2 ,  q ) , q e y  en , let  2 1  and  2 2  be o y  als contained in translation
 hypero y  als  * 1  and  * 2  respecti y  ely , and let N 1  5  * 1  \  2 1  and N 2  5  * 2  \  2 2  . Let P 1  and P 2  be
 points not on  * 1  and  * 2  respecti y  ely , and such that P 1 N 1  is a spoke of  2 1  and P 2 N 2  is a
 spoke of  2 2 . If  ( P 1  ,  2 1 )  matches with  ( P 2  ,  2 2 )  then q is not a square ,  2 1  and  2 2  are each
 equi y  alent under  P G L(3 ,  q )  to either  $ ( s  )  or D (1  2  s  ) ( where  s  P  Aut  GF( q )  is such
 that  s  2  ;  2 (mod  q  2  1)) , both spokes are principal and the map in  A G L(1 ,  q )  associated
 with the match is x  S  x  a  1  1  for some  a  P  ! .
 P ROOF .  Suppose that  * 1 (respectively  * 2 ) is equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to the
 translation hyperoval  $  ( g  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  (respectively  $  ( d  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j ) ,  where  g  and  d
 are generators of Aut  GF( q ) .  Since each of  * 1 and  * 2 admits a spoke ,  g  ,  d  ?  2 ,  1 / 2 .
 For  i  5  1 ,  2 we parameterize the lines on  P i  in such a way that the tangent  P i N i  to  2 i  on
 P i  is assigned the parameter  `  . By Lemma 5 , there exist generators  a  ,  b  P  Aut  GF( q )  \
 h 2 ,  1 / 2 j  such that the local secant parameter set of ( P 1  ,  2 1 ) is equivalent under
 A G L(1 ,  q )  to  _  a  2 1 and the local secant parameter set of ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) is equivalent under
 A G L(1 ,  q )  to  _  b 2 1 .  In particular ,  a  5  g  or 1 / g  and  b  5  d  or 1 / d  .
 Suppose that ( P 1  ,  2 1 ) matches with ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) .  By Lemma 3 , there exists an element
 g  P  P G L(2 ,  q )  such that  g  `  5  `  , g _  a 2 1  5  GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1 and the local stabilizer of
 ( P 1  ,  2 1 )  in P G L(2 ,  q ) is conjugate by  g  to the local stabilizer of ( P 2  ,  2 2 ) in P G L(2 ,  q ) .
 Thus  g  P  A G L(1 ,  q ) and , since  !  stabilizes  _  a 2 1 ,  we can assume that  g  P  AGL(1 ,  q ) .
 If  q  is a square , by Lemma 14 , P G L(2 ,  q ) _  a 2 1  5  ! ,  so also P G L(2 ,  q ) GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1  5  !
 and  g  normalizes  !  , and hence permutes the fixed points  h 0 ,  1 ,  `  j  of  !  . However ,
 0 ,  1  P  _  a 2 1 ,  `  ¸  _  a 2 1 ,  while 0 , 1 ,  `  ¸  GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1 ,  contradicting the existence of  g .
 Thus  q  is not a square and , by Lemma 14 , P G L(2 ,  q ) GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1  5  ! ,  thus again
 P G L(2 ,  q ) _  a 2 1  5  ! , g  normalizes  !  , and permutes the fixed points  h 0 ,  1 ,  `  j  of  !  . Now
 0  P  _  a 2 1 ,  1 ,  `  ¸  _  a 2 1  and 1  P  GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1 ,  0 ,  `  ¸  GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1 ; hence  g  `  5  `  ,
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 g 0  5  1 and  g 1  5  0 .  It follows that  g :  x  S  x  1  1 .  Thus  _  a  2 1  1  1  5  GF( q )  \  _ b 2 1 and ,
 arguing as in [12 , proof of Theorem 3] this is if f
 trace(( x a  2 1  1  1) 1/( b 2 1)  1  x )  5  1 ,  ; x  P  GF( q ) ,
 which , by [12 , Lemma 7] , implies that  a  5  b  5  s  ,  where  s  P  Aut  GF( q ) is such that
 s  2  ;  2  (mod  q  2  1) .
 It follows that each of  * 1 and  * 2 is equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to either
 $ ( s  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  or  $  (1 / s  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j .  Since these two hyperovals are equivalent
 under P G L(3 ,  q ) (apply the map ( x ,  y ,  z )  S  ( x ,  z ,  y )) ,  each of  * 1 ,  * 2 is equivalent
 under P G L(3 ,  q ) to  $  ( s  )  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j .  By Lemma 5 , since  a  5  b  5  s  ,  each of  2 1 ,  2 2 is
 equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to either  $  ( s  ) or  $  (1  2  s  ) .  Furthermore , in the first case ,
 the spoke is principal , since every spoke of  $  ( s  ) is principal , while in the second case
 the spoke is [0 ,  0 ,  1] (the image of [0 ,  0 ,  1] under the map ( x ,  y ,  z )  S  (  y ,  x ,  z )) ,  which is
 principal .  h
 L EMMA 18 .  In  PG(2 ,  q ) , q e y  en , let  2  5  $ (( s  2  1) / s  )  and let  7  5  $ ( s  1  2) . Let
 k  P  PGL(3 ,  q ) and let P s  5  (0 ,  1 ,  s ) , s  P  GF( q ) . Then :
 (1)  if  2  and k 2  are compatible at P s  , then k 2  5  k 9 2 , where
 k 9  5 1  1 c
 s 1 2 s  1  sc
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2  for  some  c  P  GF( q ) ;
 (2)  if  2  and k 7  are compatible at P s then k 7  5  k 9 7 , where
 k 9  5 1  s
 2 s 2 1
 c
 s s  1  sc
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2  for  some  c  P  GF( q ) ;
 (3)  if  7  and k 7  are compatible at P s  , then k 7  5  k 9 7 , where
 k 9  5 1  1 c
 s s  1  sc
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2  for  some  c  P  GF( q ) .
 P ROOF .  In each case , we parameterize the lines on  P s  so that [1 ,  0 ,  0] is assigned the
 parameter  `   and [ a ,  s ,  1] is assigned the parameter  a .
 (1)  Each of  2 ,  k 2  has nucleus  N  5  (0 ,  1 ,  0) ,  so  k  fixes (0 ,  1 ,  0) . Furthermore ,
 P s N  5  [1 ,  0 ,  0]  is the unique principal spoke of  2  (Lemma 8) and , by Lemma 15 ,
 P s N  5  [1 ,  0 ,  0]  is a spoke of  k 2 .  By Lemma 17 , [1 ,  0 ,  0] is a principal spoke of  k 2 ,  hence
 is the unique principal spoke of  k 2 .  It follows that  k  fixes [1 ,  0 ,  0] . Since  2 ,  k 2  are
 compatible at  P s  ,  we have  k 2  >  [1 ,  0 ,  0]  5  2  >  [1 ,  0 ,  0] ,  and hence  k (0 ,  0 ,  1)  5  k ( 2  >
 [1 ,  0 ,  0])  5  k 2  >  [1 ,  0 ,  0]  5  2  >  [1 ,  0 ,  0]  5  (0 ,  0 ,  1) ;  so  k  fixes (0 ,  0 ,  1) . Now the subgroup
 5 1  1 0
 0
 0
 t
 0
 0
 0
 t ( s 2 1)/ s
 2 :  t  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 j 6
 of PGL(3 ,  q ) fixes  2 , (0 ,  1 ,  0) , (0 ,  0 ,  1) and is transitive on [1 ,  0 ,  0]  \  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) , (0 ,  0 ,  1) j ;
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 so let  h  P  PGL(3 ,  q ) 2 , (0 , 1 , 0) , (0 , 0 , 1) be such that  k 2 1 P 1  5  hP 1 (recall that  P 1  5  (0 ,  1 ,  1)) .  Let
 k 9  5  hk .  Then  k 2  5  k 9 2  and  k 9 fixes three points of [1 ,  0 ,  0] , and hence fixes [1 ,  0 ,  0]
 pointwise . Therefore , there exist  b , c , d  P  GF( q ) such that
 k 9  5 1  b c
 d
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2 .
 Each line distinct from [1 ,  0 ,  0] on  P s  5  (0 ,  1 ,  s ) is [ a ,  s ,  1] for some  a  P  GF( q ) ,  and
 k 9 [ a ,  s ,  1]  5  [( a  1  sc  1  d ) / b ,  s ,  1] .
 Since  k 9 fixes  P s  ,  it induces an element  k ˆ   of PGL(2 ,  q ) acting on the parameters of
 the lines on  P s .  Now  k 9 fixes [1 ,  0 ,  0] , so  k ˆ   fixes  `   and  k ˆ  P  AGL(1 ,  q ) .
 Since  2  and  k 9 2  are compatible at  P s  ,  the local external parameter set of ( P s  ,  2  )
 equals the local secant parameter set of ( P s  ,  k 9 2  ) ,  which is the image under  k ˆ   of the
 local secant parameter set of ( P s  ,  2  ) .  Hence  k ˆ  ( s 1 2 s _ s 2 1 )  5  GF( q )  \  s 1 2 s _ s 2 1 (Lemma
 9) . Define  g  P  AGL(1 ,  q ) by  g  :  x  S  s 1 2 s x .  Then  g 2 1 k ˆ  g  :  _ s  2 1  S  GF( q )  \  _ s 2 1 .  By
 the argument in the fourth paragraph of the proof of Lemma 17 , it follows that
 g 2 1 kg :  x  S  x  1  1 ; hence  k ˆ  :  x  S  x  1  s 1 2 s .  Hence  k 9 [ a ,  s ,  1]  5  [ a  1  s 1 2 s  ,  s ,  1] ,  which , by
 the above , is [( a  1  sc  1  d ) / b ,  s ,  1] .  Thus  b  5  1 , d  5  s 1 2 s  1  sc  and  k 9 has the required
 form .
 (2)  Now (0 ,  1 ,  0) is the unique nucleus of  2  and of  7  , and since  2  and  k 7  have the
 same nucleus it follows that  k  fixes (0 ,  1 ,  0) . By Lemma 8 , 15 and 17 , [1 ,  0 ,  0] is the
 unique principal spoke of  2  and is a principal spoke of  k 7 .  By Lemma 8 , each tangent
 of  k 7  distinct from  k [0 ,  0 ,  1] is a principal spoke . Since the stabilizer in PGL(3 ,  q ) of
 k 7  is transitive on spokes , we can choose  h  P  PGL(3 ,  q ) k 7  such that  h [1 ,  0 ,  0]  5
 k 2 1 [1 ,  0 ,  0] .  Let  k 9  5  hk .  Then  k 7  5  k 9 7  and  k 9 fixes [1 ,  0 ,  0] . Using analogous
 arguments to those in (1) , noting that  k 9 7  >  [1 ,  0 ,  0]  5  2  >  [1 ,  0 ,  0] and using the
 subgroup
 5 1  1 0
 0
 0
 t
 0
 0
 0
 t s 1 2
 2 :  t  P  GF( q )  \  h 0 j 6  ,
 we conclude that , without loss of generality , there exist  b ,  c ,  d  P  GF( q ) such that
 k 9  5 1  b c
 d
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2 .
 Arguing as in (1) , we see that  k ˆ  ( s s _ s  2 1 )  5  GF( q )  \  s 1 2 s _ s 2 1 (Lemma 9) , and so  k ˆ
 must be the map  k ˆ  :  x  S  ( s 1 2 s / s s  ) x  1  s 1 2 s .  Hence  k 9 :  [ a ,  s ,  1]  5  [( s 1 2 s / s s  ) a  1
 s 1 2 s  ,  s ,  1]  5  [( a  1  sc  1  d ) / b ,  s ,  1] ,  so  b  5  s s  / s 1 2 s  5  s 2 s 2 1 , d  5  s s  1  sc  and  k 9 has the
 required form .
 (3)  See [12 , proof of Theorem 3] .  h
 T HEOREM 19 .  Let  2  be an o y  oid of  PG(3 ,  q ) , where q  .  8  is e y  en . Then  2  does not
 admit a pencil  3  such that each o y  al in  3  is contained in a translation hypero y  al ,  ( at
 least ) one o y  al in  3  is not a translation o y  al , and the carrier l of  3  is a spoke of  ( at least )
 one o y  al in  3 .
 P ROOF .  Let  2  be an ovoid of PG(3 ,  q ) ,  admitting a pencil  3  satisfying the
 hypotheses of the theorem . By Corollary 16 ,  l  is a spoke of each oval in  3 . We use the
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 Plane Equivalent Theorem , and the notation of that theorem . By Lemmas 17 and 8 ,  q
 is not a square and for  s  P  GF( q ) ,  each oval  2 s  in the associated fan is equivalent under
 P G L(3 ,  q ) to either  $  ( s  1  2) or  $  (( s  2  1) / s  ) ,  where  s  P  Aut  GF( q ) satisfies
 s  2  ;  2  (mod  q  2  1) .  Furthermore , the common tangent of the fan is a principal spoke of
 each oval  2 s  .
 Without loss of generality , we can assume that  2 0  5  $  (( s  2  1) / s  ) and the common
 tangent is [1 ,  0 ,  0] (by hypothesis and with a suitable choice of co-ordinates for  pi  ) .  For
 s  P  GF( q ) ,  there exists either  g s  P  P G L(3 ,  q ) such that  2 s  5  g s 2 0 or  h s  P  P G L(3 ,  q ) such
 that  2 s  5  h s 7 ,  where  7  5  $  ( s  1  2) .  Since  !  stabilizes  2 0 , we can assume that  g s  ,
 h s  P  PGL(3 ,  q ) .  By Lemma 18 , for each  s  P  GF( q ) with  2 s  5  g s 2 0  ,  without loss of
 generality there exists  c s  P  GF( q ) such that
 g s  5 1  1 c s
 s 1 2 s  1  sc s
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2 ,
 and , for each  s  P  GF( q ) with  2 s  5  h s 7 ,  without loss of generality there exists
 c s  P  GF( q )  such that
 h s  5 1  s
 2 s 2 1
 c s
 s s  1  sc s
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2 .
 Suppose that there exists  t  P  GF( q ) such that  2 t  5  h t 7 .  Note that  t  ?  0 .
 First , suppose that  s  P  GF( q )  \  h t j  is such that  2 s  5  g s 2 0  ,  and note that
 g s h t  5 1  t
 2 s 2 1
 c s t
 2 s 2 1  1  c t
 s 1 2 s t 2 s 2 1  1  sc s t
 2 s 2 1  1  t s  1  tc t
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2 .
 Since  2 s  5  g s 2 0 and  2 t  5  h t 7  are compatible at  P s 1 t  ,  it follows that  2 0 and  g s h t 7  are
 compatible at  P s 1 t  .  By Lemma 18 , without loss of generality there exists  c  P  GF( q )
 such that
 g s h t  5 1  ( s  1  t )
 2 s  2 1
 c
 ( s  1  t ) s  1  ( s  1  t ) c
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2 .
 It follows that ( s  1  t ) 2 s 2 1  5  t 2 s 2 1 ; hence (( s  1  t ) / t ) 2 s 2 1  5  1 ,  and thus
 S s  1  t
 t
 D 2 s  5 S s  1  t
 t
 D s  3  5 S s  1  t
 t
 D .
 Therefore ( s  1  t ) / t  is in the fixed field of  s  3 ,  which is a subfield of GF(8) . Hence
 1  1  ( s  / t )  P  GF(8) , so  s  / t  P  GF(8) .
 Next , suppose that  s  P  GF( q ) is such that  2 s  5  h s 7 ,  and note that
 h 2 1 s  h t  5 1  ( t  / s )
 2 s 2 1
 ( t / s ) 2 s 2 1 c s  1  c t
 ( t  / s ) 2 s 2 1 ( s s  1  sc s )  1  t s  1  tc t
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2 .
 Since  2 s  5  h s 7  and  2 t  5  h t 7  are compatible at  P s 1 t  ,  it follows that  7  and  h
 2 1
 s  h t 7  are
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 compatible at  P s 1 t  .  By Lemma 18 , without loss of generality there exists  c  P  GF( q )
 such that
 h 2 1 s  h t  5 1  1 c
 ( s  1  t ) s  1  ( s  1  t ) c
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2 .
 It follows that
 S s
 t
 D 2 s 2 1  5  1  ï  S s
 t
 D 2 s  5 S s
 t
 D s  3  5 S s
 t
 D  ï  S s
 t
 D  P  GF(8) .
 We have shown that , if there exists  t  P  GF( q ) such that  2 t  5  h t 7 ,  then  s  / t  P  GF(8)
 for all  s  P  GF( q )  \  h t j .  Since  q  .  8 ,  this is impossible .
 Thus  2 s  5  g s 2 0 for all  s  P  GF( q ) ,  and note that
 g s g t  5 1  1 c s  1  c t
 s 1 2 s  1  sc s  1  t
 1 2 s  1  tc t
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2 .
 Let  s ,t  P  GF( q ) , s  ?  t .  Since  2 0 and  g s g t 2 0 are compatible at  P s 1 t  ,  it follows from
 Lemma 18 that , without loss of generality , there exists  c  P  GF( q ) such that
 g s g t  5 1  1 c
 ( s  1  t ) 1 2 s  1  ( s  1  t ) c
 0  0
 1  0
 0  1
 2 .
 Therefore  c  5  c s  1  c t  ,  so that ( s  1  t )
 1 2 s  1  ( s  1  t ) c  5  ( s  1  t ) 1 2 s  1  sc s  1  tc s  1  sc t  1  tc t  5
 s 1 2 s  1  sc s  1  t
 1 2 s  1  tc t  ,  and hence ( s  1  t )
 1 2 s  5  s 1 2 s  1  t 1 2 s  1  sc t  1  tc s .  It follows that
 O
 0 a i a 1 2 s
 s i t 1 2 s 2 i  5  sc t  1  tc s .  (3)
 Since  q  .  8 is not a square , let  q  5  2 2 e 1 1 ,  where  e  >  2 .  Then  s  5  2 e 1 1 ,  so that
 1  2  s  5  2 2 e 1 1  2  2 e 1 1  5  2 2 e  1  2 2 e 2 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  2 e 1 1 .  In particular , 1  a u  1  2  s  ,  so the left-hand
 side of (3) contains no term of the form  st j ,  implying that the right-hand side has no
 term of that form . Hence , either  c s  5  c t  5  0 or  c s  5  s  and  c t  5  t .  Thus , both sides of (3)
 are zero , so 1  2  s  has at most one term in its binary expansion ; that is ,  e  1  1  >  2 e ,  and
 hence  e  <  1—a contradiction .  h
 When  q  5  8 ,  each plane section of a Tits ovoid is equivalent under P G L(3 ,  q ) to
 $  (2)  <  h (0 ,  1 ,  0) j  \  h (0 ,  0 ,  1) j , and hence has no spoke .
 C OROLLARY 20 .  Let  2  be an o y  oid of  PG(3 ,  q ) , q e y  en , which has a pencil  3  such
 that each o y  al in  3  is contained in a translation hypero y  al and such that the carrier l of
 3 is a spoke of at least one o y  al in  3 . Then  3  is a Tits o y  oid .
 P ROOF .  By hypothesis , there is an oval of PG(2 ,  q ) which has a spoke ; hence  q  >  32 .
 By Theorem 19 , each oval in  3  is a translation oval and , by Corollary 16 ,  l  is a spoke of
 each oval in  3 , and hence is not an axis of any oval in  3 . By [12 , Theorem 3] ,  2  is a
 Tits ovoid .  h
 C OROLLARY 21 .  Let  2  be an o y  oid of  PG(3 ,  q ) , q e y  en . If each plane section of  2  is
 an o y  al contained in a translation hypero y  al , then  2  is either an elliptic quadric or a Tits
 o y  oid .
 O y  als in translation hypero y  als and o y  oids  683
 P ROOF .  Suppose that  2  has a plane section  pi  >  2  which is not contained in a regular
 hyperoval . Then  pi  >  2  has a tangent line  l  which is a spoke , and we let  3  be the pencil
 of  2  with carrier  l .  By Corollary 20 ,  2  is a Tits ovoid . Otherwise , each oval in  2  is
 contained in a regular hyperoval , and hence is a translation oval . By [17 , Theorem 5 . 3]
 or [12 , Theorem 3] ,  2  is either an elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid .  h
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